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Abstract
This paper discusses a subclass of fraud detection systems
known as break detection systems. A number of AI
techniques have proven effective in fraud detection;
however break detection systems address more complex
problems than have typically been reported. Problems
addressed by break detection systems are characterized not
only by dynamic data with complicated temporal and other
relationships, but also by changing types of fraudulent
behavior. Furthermore, the available data usually does not
provide the appropriate representation for direct search. In
particular, we note the essential role of consolidation and
linkage in these systems to build abstractions that can
support break detection. The authors have had experience
designing and building two break detection systems in
related domains of financial transactions - one to discover
occurrences of money laundering involving large cash
transactions reported to the U.S. Treasury, the other to
discover potentially violative behavior of stock
broker/dealers in the Nasdaq Stock Market. We discuss
problem domain characteristics, AI techniques, and lessons
learned about break detection in the context of the
architectures of these systems.

Background

This paper discusses a subclass of fraud detection systems
known as break detection systems. A number of AI
techniques have proven effective in fraud detection;
however break detection systems address more complex
problems than have typically been reported.

Fraud Detection Systems

Detection of indications or specific instances of fraudulent
activity in a data base of records drawn from some human
activity is an important problem for AI techniques.
Reported applications include: money laundering and
financial crime [Senator 1995], cellular phone fraud
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[Fawcett 1996], credit card fraud [Stolfo 1997],
import/export shipping container manifests [Swift 1994],
and welfare fraud [Hernandez 1995]. All problem domains
share a common theme of finding instances where
individuals have used a normally functioning system to
produce results which are unfairly favorable to themselves.
The key to detecting their activities is not, therefore, in
finding where the system (of commerce, claims, calls, etc.)
has broken down, but rather to infer the intent of the user
of the system to mask an illegal activity (structuring 
financial transaction to hide the origins of cash, cell phone
cloning, submitting false identification for credit, hiding
origins of imported goods), or to take unfair advantage of
others using the system (insider trading, coordination of
stock quotation). Thus, fraud detection differs from fault
detection, and other problems where the normal operation
of the subject system is well defined and where anomalies
or deviations from the norm are readily apparent.

Applicable Techniques for Fraud Detection

Non-AI techniques, such as statistical modeling or
profiling, have been applied to fraud detection. For such
methods to be effective, there must be a large data base of
detected cases of fraud and the methods of fraud must not
change rapidly. They are not sufficient when fraud is
either too close to normal activity (insofar as the data
which is available to the detection system1) or constantly
shifting as the fraudulent actors adapt to changing
surveillance or technology.

Where an adequate representation is available from the
data, A! techniques like data-mining and CBR have been
effective in detecting fraud directly. In addition, AI has
provided tools for data cleanup and preparation, from
natural language methods, to pattern matching and
clustering methods used where poor identification data is a
problem.

1 Fraud may be readily apparent in activities which are not
captured in the data - such as wire-tapped conversations or
subpoenaed documents. These sources may be available only
after detection of likelihood of fraud, to build a case for
prosecution or sanctioning.
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Since the key requirement which distinguishes the fraud
problem from others, such as fault detection, is the
determination of intent, a model of the fraudulent actor
must be a component, at least implicitly, in such a system.
In fact, such a model can also serve as a valuable
component of the output of the system, and can be
essential in carrying forward any prosecution. For this
reason, explicit, domain-based methods are preferred over
methods such as neural nets which do not readily provide
explanations and supporting evidence for this essential
next step.

Traditional Classification Model

In part because the methods are well understood and
available, and in part because the most tractable problems
can be formulated as such, most fraud detection problems
have been modeled as traditional classification problems,
either with or without a learning component, and use
domain-derived knowledge, usually in rules or profiles
[Clarke 1993]. Individual cases, often aggregated from a
number of transactions into a single unit, are subject to
classification as fraud or not (or some small set of types of
fraud), possibly with a score of some sort to measure
strength of evidence.

While the classification model has been very effective, it
suffers from some serious shortcomings in that not all (or
even the most important) types of fraud fit the model. In
particular, not all "cases" are readily disambiguated from
the rest of the data. In some domains, an actor is either
fraudulent or not (a cloned cell phone is always a clone),
but in others (e.g. stock market trading) the same
individual may behave properly one time, and improperly
at another, with nearly all obvious factors being the same.
This dynamic nature of the data, as well as the problems of
identifying and separating individual subjects for
classification are the real limiting factors in the use of this
model for fraud detection. The classification model
requires a clearly determined population of similar cases
(phone-days, medical claimants), preferably with a well-
specified method of placing new data into an existing or
new case. This most often occurs when the fraud involves
the substitution of one real-world entity for another, or
where the object being reported on is precisely the subject
of classification. Where these features are not available in
the problem, considerable effort must be expended to force
the problem into such a shape.

In the next section, we introduce a class of fraud detection
systems called break detection systems which seek to
overcome these problems by focusing on identifying
specific instances of fraud in otherwise normal activity.
Finding ways of doing detection, of aggregating such
instances into a clearer picture of fraud, of inferring intent,
and finally of making the whole system adaptive to
changing methods of fraud comprise the most important
challenges we see in this area.

Break Detection - A Model for Fraud
Detection in Dynamic Situations

A break detection system takes, as input, a stream of data
describing (usually incompletely and with error) the
activities of some system of human activity. The fact that
it is human commercial/social activity, as opposed to the
operation of an engineered system, a communications
network, for example, means that the possible variety of
behaviors are much less constrained by laws of physical
reality. (We need not build a system to detect people
attempting to break the rules of gravity.) Such a system
produces breaks, indications of instances (or groups of
instances) where some violation of proper conduct has
occurred. Breaks have been called "hits" or "leads" in
many domains (such as law enforcement) and can serve 
the desired output themselves, or as starting points for
further analysis whether by human or artificial methods.
Depending on the domain, there may be a variety of ways
of describing the activity to be detected (patterns of
fraudulent calls, an unfair price convention in a stock
market, structuring of cash transactions). Breaks represent
a binding of some of the parameters of such descriptions
which serve to identify them with some specific data item
or set of items. As such, break detection serves to segment
and focus the analysis of data, as well as to initiate a form
of classification activity within a dynamic data context.

Fraud vs. Theft

Break detection systems attempt to detect violations in
which actors use their own resources (e.g., accounts) 
conduct fraudulent activity. The particular actions they
take are not, in and of themselves, fraudulent. It is the
combination of activities in a manner designed to gain an
unfair advantage that makes the break worthy of
investigation. For example, opening a bank account,
writing a check, transferring funds, etc., are all activities
that are not only common but also necessary in the course
of conducting business; it is only when they are done in a
manner designed to obscure the source or ownership of
funds that they become money laundering. Similarly,
trading stocks, for ones own account or for a customer, or
posting prices in response to market conditions, are the
very essence of stock market activities; however, particular
patterns of trades in particular situations, which may hide
information from customers or market participants, may
create a situation that unfairly disadvantages customers or
other market participants, and is violative.

In both these situations, the patterns which indicate
inappropriate activity are complex. They involve a series
of related actions over time, perhaps by multiple actors,
linked by an implied intentional scheme. This requires the
use of more powerful means of segmenting and connecting
the relevant data. The operations of consolidation and
linkage, described in [Goldberg 1995] and discussed in a
later section, are two methods of data base transformation
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which can support the abstraction of such schemes from
the data.

Break Detection Systems for Financial Data

We base our discussion on two break detection systems:
The FinCEN Artificial Intelligence System (FAIS), which
is described in [Senator 1995], and a new system we are
developing for the National Association of Securities
Dealers (NASD) Regulation, Inc., which we describe
here.2 This system is designed to detect specific instances
of known types of violative behavior, patterns and
practices of violative behavior, and previously unknown
types of potentially violative behavior. It consists of a data
extraction module, which extracts source data from other

specified data patterns and creates the breaks, a data
mining module, which uses association rules and decision
trees to search for new patterns of interest, a visualization
module, which displays complex relationships that
comprise specific suspected instances of potentially
violative behavior, and a graphical user interface. Table 1
compares some of the overall characteristics of the
FinCEN and NASD Regulation problems.

We are using several AI approaches to build the various
components of this NASD Regulation market surveillance
system:

Scenario-based knowledge engineering. Working with
domain experts, we identified scenarios which could lead
to specific types of trade reports. Some of these scenarios

FinCEN NASD Regulation

Data Volume 10M transactions/year 20M transactions/month
Input forms market update records
Fields/transaction 100 30
Accuracy poor good

_Crispness poor ~ood
Completeness poor moderate

Time To make a case statute of limitations
Data entry delay 60 days 2 days

Linkage Key Entities subjects (persons or businesses), firms, issues, trades, quotes
accounts, banks

Roles party, owner, filer market maker, market participant,
order entry firm

Domain Normative knowledge little - cash economy; significant market history;
moderate - case law little case history

Model almost none weak - scenarios
Activity 500 case/year to Law Enforcement 600/year to Committee
Measure of 1/2 person-day per
Performance lead investigated

Table 1: Comparison of FinCEN and NASD Regulation Break Detection Problems

internal systems, a data preparation module, which
combines information into the representation needed for
identifying violations and calculates various derived
attributes necessary to identify occurrences of violations, a
pattern matcher, which binds all trade records that match

2 The system is being developed by a team of analysts,

programmers, and computer scientists from both NASD
Regulation and our contractor, SRA International. This
effort has been completely collaborative and references in
this paper to work by NASD include work by SRA as well.
Of particular note here is the contribution made by SRA
team members in developing data mining and temporal
sequence matching programs which scale to the required
data set sizes.

represent violations of market rules, and others do not. We
then identified data characteristics which could identify
occurrences of these scenarios. In many cases, we had to
define new attributes about the data, some of which
involved transformations of representation, in order to
identify these characteristics. Patterns specifying these
characteristics are used in the break detection engine.

Indicators. We have identified various indicators of
potentially violative behavior. These indicators are too
crude to correspond directly to the specific scenarios;
however, they do represent market situations which should
be further investigated. These indicators were identified
both from knowledge engineering and from the use of
decision tree and association rule techniques.

Profiles. Profiles are being developed for market
participant firms and issues. Profiles are aggregate data for
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entities of interest. Profiles will be used directly for break
detection, to identify behavior outside the norm or that
changes significantly over time. We will be using decision
tree and association rule techniques to mine these profiles
for interesting characteristics that may indicate potentially
violative behavior by a firm or group of firms. We will
also be looking for changes in profiles, or transactions
which do not fit previous profiles, which may indicate new
patterns of behavior. Note that this technique is equivalent
to that used in many previously reported systems.

Where specific violations are not available, the system
combines a pattern matching engine which generates
breaks, with a discovery component. The pattern matcher
is used regularly to generate breaks corresponding to
known indicators of potentially violative behavior or
scenarios of violative behavior. The discovery components
are run less frequently to identify new unusual
characteristics of market behavior which may be indicative
of violations.
Visualization. Because of the complex nature of the
breaks which are sought and the lack of support from a
rigorous domain theory, data visualization has proven
extremely valuable not only for easy evaluation of detected
breaks but also to assist in refining the scenarios. A number
of different "views" of the market have been developed.
Some views display large amounts of aggregate data,
allowing an analyst to focus on patterns and practices.
Others deal with dynamic interrelationships between
market participants. The complexity and novelty of the
relevant patterns of market activity that indicate potentially
violative behavior require visualization for people to
understand fully.

Preliminary Results of Break Detection in the
NASD Regulation System

The project at NASD Regulation currently addresses two
broad categories of potentially violative behavior. The
first has been undergoing automated detection of breaks
for a period of 6 weeks in production. In that time, about
1000 breaks have been detected, resulting in 15% open for
potential review by market analysts. From these, due to
further review and combination of related breaks, 29
investigations were initiated.

The second category is currently in the phase of detailed
break pattern specification. This is a process of refining
known scenarios into patterns for a temporal sequence
detector; applying these patterns to the data; evaluating the
results both to improve the patterns and to improve the data
(possibly by adding or modifying derived attributes). 
plan to produce breaks based on known scenarios via
these, manually discovered patterns in the initial release of
the system.3 Thus far, these investigations have turned up

3 In a different mode, the temporal sequence matcher can

discover new patterns. It will be applied to a refined data

at least two high quality breaks in a two week period of
market data. One break was already under investigation,
the other was not known to the market investigators,
although the broker/dealer firm was being investigated for
a similar scenario that had occurred at a different time.
Current investigations are almost all initiated by
complaints. Thus, these results, while anecdotal, are
extremely promising, since they point out the ability of the
methodology to detect new as well as those already known.

Levels of Abstraction in Fraud Detection Systems

We will discuss the levels of abstraction being employed in
the NASD Regulation system as an example of the kind of
abstractions which are required in break detection systems.

At the foundation of all break detection systems are
transactions of data recording some time-dependent unit
of system activity or state - a stock quote or trade, a report
of a cash transaction, a cell phone call, a credit card
purchase. Aggregation of transactions may be so
straightforward, that it is done before any fraud detection is
attempted, as a means of limiting the size of the data.
Thus, cell phone calls may be aggregated on a daily basis,
by originating phone id, or medical claims, monthly by
claimant. Doing this may be effective, but precludes the
opportunity for break detection. Data base technology, as
well as a variety of data cleanup methods (NLP, rule-based
correction) are useful to provide a reliable set of
transactions and practical methods of manipulating them.

One or more transactions may be identified as significant
events in the system. An event is an abstract description of
a transaction, generally not bound in time (or other data
base dimensions), e.g. "a retail sale of an issue of stock in
which the dealer makes a market". Various pattern
matching methods are effective in categorizing transactions
as to which type of event they represent. Data mining
methods are sometimes used to learn the most effective
patterns.

A sequence of events can be specified. Temporal
placement and order need not be precise. Elements of the
sequence may be optional. Methods for temporal pattern
matching are being developed to identify sequences of
events. Learning of temporal patterns is still relatively new
and a significant challenge. [Mannila 1995]

A profile is a summary of the information available about
an entity (or a relationship among entities) which exists 
the real world. It is often generalized to some extent, to
allow for matches against specific cases of entities. For
example, in the NASD Regulation system, profiles are
collected which characterize the trading patterns between
pairs of stock broker/dealers. These serve both to establish

set which results from matching patterns for interesting
events to the raw data to produce a sequence of abstract
market events.
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norms, as well as to allow for discovery of important
relationships.

The system is designed to utilize data at various levels of
abstraction to differentiate interesting breaks from the
general market activity (See Figure 1). Thus, a break may
be generated by detecting a sequence of events,
corresponding to a known scenario, derived from events
that have been normalized by profile data to represent the
greatest a priori likelihood of fraud.
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Figure 1: Levels of Abstraction in Break Detection

Challenge of Dynamic Environment for Fraud

The use of multiple levels of abstraction to built patterns of
linked elements is essential to a break detection system. If
summarized representations are all that are used for
analysis, the system will not be able to detect the fine-
grained activity that comprise many kinds of patterns upon
which we want to base breaks. 4 Where fraud is an
opportunistic and contingent activity, and entities are not
always either fraudulent or honest, one must look to the
detailed history of the transaction data. One may still
require the accumulation of a number of instances of break
activity. One may also require the presence of broader
relationships in the data to be determined. (For example,
one may need to determine, via analysis of profiles, which
tests a doctor routinely performs before one can infer fraud
in medical claims which violate that practice.)

Break detection, therefore, requires not only the
segmentation and summarization of data typical to most
classification systems which deal with transactional data

4 One must consider the data base the way a good historian looks
at history. Broad patterns, interesting relationships, and profiles
of historical entities are significant to understanding. But the real
world operates one event at a time. To detect the occurrence of a
significant event, one must look at the individual actors and
detailed actions in the context of their broad characteristics and
relationships.

but also the detailed analysis of individual events which
many do not attempt. Break detection systems require
methods which can analyze detail in the context of broad
relationships. Statistical methods, typical machine learning
classifiers, and even expert rules (which, of necessity, are
summaries of many experienced cases) are not sufficient to
meet this challenge. Experiential methods (e.g. CBR)
might be adequate if one had a good enough case base of
past breaks, and if the whole picture did not shift as

methods of fraud evolve and change.
However, we believe a hybrid
approach, including these methods as
well as manual analysis and discovery,
is required for the most interesting
problem domains.

Comparison of Typical Fraud
Detection to Break Detection
Systems - Domain and System

Characteristics

In this section, we draw a comparison
between typical fraud detection
problems (and systems) and break
detection. Break detection system
share many characteristics with other
fraud detection systems, especially in

the need to collect, prepare, store, and analyze data, and in
the need to provide meaningful feedback to the users.
However, there are some important differences which are
indicated in Table 2.

Identifying Entities for Classification or Break
Detection

Most fraud detection systems to date require separate
entities to classify as fraudulent or not. The ID problem is
tractable either because entities are specified in the data, or
because identity is less critical to the discovery process. If
identification depends upon complex decisions or
discovery, then the straightforward classification model is
not adequate. Such is the case where the discovery of a
network of businesses, using the same bank account for
apparent transfer of cash, is a component in the eventual
detection of money laundering. Classification cannot
proceed until the network has been identified and analyzed.
The individual businesses do not appear suspicious. This
requirement for multi-leveled analysis is one reason for the
blackboard architecture of the FAIS system, and for a
similar approach to the NASD Regulation system
architecture.

In order to find relevant entities data instances must be
consolidated and linked. Consolidation is the process of
bringing together disparate instances of data which involve
the same real-world entity in order to form an aggregate or
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Typical Fraud Detection Systems
Entities are readily identified in the source data.
Usually there is a unique entity id in the transaction.

Break Detection Systems
Entities must be abstracted from (multiple)
transactions. The problem of identifying them is
particularly great.

- Consolidation and linkage may be required.
- Entity IDs may be ambiguous.
- Relationships (links) between entities are critical.

Multiple scenarios are possible and must be detected.An entity is assumed to fall into one category -fraud or
not. (i.e. One fraud scenario.)
Primarily designed to detect changes over time. A Entities may be both fraudulent and not fraudulent
change in profiled behavior indicates a category change during the same time periods. Their fine grained
from non-fraud to fraud, behavior indicates when and how.
Real-time detection - prevent further fraud/abuse. Not real-time - initiate investigation. Time is needed to

accumulate transactions and/or multiple breaks.
Output: IDs of fraudulent entities and confidence rating
with possible explanator), detail.

Output: A case - multiple breaks, possibly multiple
entities, and the relevant transactions

Table 2: Comparison of Fraud Detection and Break Detection Systems Characteristics

summary profile of that entity. Linking is the process of
determining which entities are associated, related, transact
with, etc. for the purpose of developing more abstract
entities. Linked entities retain their identity and are not
merely instances of the more abstract, as when we group
many cases of a particular type together to form a model.
(Trains are not merely abstractions of railroad cars.)

While many fraud detection problems require some
consolidation to help cleanup the data, break detection
problems require linking as well because of the presence of
multiple, distinct entities in the break patterns and the
problem of merged and concurrent data describing many
activities, some fraudulent, in the data stream.

Scenarios of Fraud

Fraud detection systems assume that an entity falls into
only one category. Thus, a cell phone id (even though it is
being used, in case of fraud, by two physical instruments)
is assumed to become and stay the subject of fraud. In a
situation such as stock dealer fraud, where dealers are
constantly making transactions in the market, and only
some of those transactions may be fraudulent, such an
assumption cannot be made. A dealer may commit fraud
in a single trade and then, in trading the same stock issue,
perform honestly. Where there is no entity larger than the
individual transaction which can be separated out for
classification as to fraud, break detection is essential.

What is Fraudulent?

Fraud detection systems aim at determining whether an
entity is fraudulent or not. Break detection systems
address the intent of particular behavior of the entities. In
a credit card fraud detection system, the entire account is

classified as a case of fraud. In a stock trading break
detection system, a particular set of trades or quotes are
identified as fraudulent in nature.

Real-time vs. Cumulative Discovery

Fraud detection system are primarily designed to detect
changes in the overall profiled behavior of the subject
entities. These changes may occur over time, as when a
cell phone or credit card is used in a very different way
from one day to the next. Early detection is often a key
requirement.

KDD methods can be employed in break detection,
because there is no assumption of real-time detection. In
fact, the nature of these problems is such that accumulation
of data to support higher level abstractions occurs over
time. Thus, discovery can be used in a number of ways, to
determine attributes, to develop classification rules, to
learn the appropriate ways to link entities. A multi-layered
approach to these problems demands, at present, that we
forgo any attempt at immediate answers. The good news is
that, as breaks are detected and practices established,
specialized fraud detectors which do operated in real-time
can be constructed to detect known and similar scenarios
of fraud.

Output and Evaluation

Fraud detection systems are designed to output a list of IDs
of fraudulent entities. The output of a break detection
system is a lead, or break, which is presented to an analyst
as a likely candidate are of improper activity. The analyst
evaluates the break, often in combination with other
information not used in the break generation process, and
determines whether to open a case. The case itself is taken
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to conclusion, and the result is a some disciplinary action.
A case may be based on one or more breaks. Typically, a
case involves multiple breaks involving a particular entity
or group of entities, or all activity of those entities.

It is tempting, but wrong, to evaluate the effectiveness of
the break detection system according to the number of
cases which ultimately result in a finding of guilt. This
evaluation criteria mixes together the system’s
effectiveness with many other factors, some of which are
unrelated to the system’s effectiveness. For example, in
law enforcement, the decision as to how to allocate
investigative and prosecutorial resources involves many
resource constraints, not just a simple evaluation of the
likelihood of a particular activity’s being illegal. We have
found that the correct evaluation criteria for a break
detection system is its effectiveness in focusing the
analysts at situations worthy of investigation. Before
deployment of such a system, analysts can rarely manage
or review the large amount of transaction data. With a
break detection system, this process is enabled for the first
time.

Future Directions

Although many promising directions exist for future
efforts, we would like to mention two which we feel are
especially promising because of the nature of the break
detection problem.

Autonomous Agents

In spite of a great deal of interest in autonomous agent
technology today, there seem to be relatively few deployed
challenging applications in the areas of financial and
commercial information processing. We would like to
propose that break detection for monitoring and detecting
fraud is an application area with great interest and payoffs.
This is because of the multiple, overlapping data streams
which represent individual but co-occurring breaks as well
as the problems of adapting one method to a variety of
scenarios. In may well be that a single break detection
system makes use of multiple, independent agents for
pattern discovery and break detection, each designed to
make use of the characteristics of particular scenarios of
fraudulent behavior.

Temporal Pattern Discovery and Matching

Temporal pattern matching and discovery is an area in
which less interest has been shown, but one in which we
feel there is a great deal of promise. The efforts at NASD
Regulation include a significant attempt at break detection
through the matching of temporal sequences of events in
the transaction stream. Work is also in progress to adapt
discovery algorithms to acquire temporal patterns while
avoiding the combinatorial explosion which has made this
problem so difficult in the past. Work from NLP and

genetic sequencing is expected to prove helpful. Our
experience with pattern matching will serve to direct the
effort in pattern discovery.
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